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Rimini City Tour - The Treasures of Rimini
30 March, 13, 20, 28 April - 17 May 2024
Guided Tour organized by Visit Rimini
A guided tour to discover the most beautiful places in Rimini.
"The Treasures of Rimini" - Arch of Augustus and the Bridge of Tiberius will tell us about  Ariminum, the Roman
town. We will then make an incursion into the Medieval period with Tte Galliana Gate and then to the
Renaissance thanks to the Malatesta Temple and Sismondo Castle (outside).
Among the streets of the historic center we can stop in Piazza Cavour with the renovated Theatre "A. Galli" and,
not far from it, one of the monuments-symbol of Rimini in '900: the Fulgor Cinema, whose history is partly linked to
the famous director Federico Fellini (born in Rimini on January 20, 1920).
The journey continues to the village of San Giuliano full of renovated murals to conclude this magical path to go
all in one breath!
Località: Visitor Center Rimini (luogo di incontro), c.so d'Augusto 235 - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0541 51441 (info e prenotazioni)
Sito: www.visitrimini.com/esperienze/316581-rimini-city-tour-le-meraviglie-di-rimini/
Tariffa d'ingresso: adults € 15
Orario: 30 March, 13 and 20 April at 3.30 pm, 28 April at 10.30 am

Matrioska Lab Store
from Saturday 20 to Sunday 21 April 2024
Research space, container for artists, craftsmen and artisans producing unique handmade pieces
Matrioska, the travelling lab store, is back with its craftsmen and designers and their creations, under the name of
crafts and design.
Matrioška confirms itself as a research space, showcasing artists, craftsmen and creators of unique handmade
pieces, and stands out for its total approach to art that combines theatre, music, cuisine, cinema, literature,
painting and graphics in evocative spaces that can be redeveloped and transformed.
Follow also on  Facebook
Località: Vivaio Fratelli Pesaresi, via Marecchiese, 663 - Rimini
E-mail: hello@matrioskalabstore.it
Sito: www.matrioskalabstore.it
Orario: Saturday 20 April: 11:00-21:00, Sunday 21 April: 10:00-20:00

Cinderella by Gioachino Rossini
venerdì 3 maggio 2024
Opera at the Galli Theatre
With a new appointment, the 2024 Opera Season of the Teatro Galli presents La Cenerentola by Gioachino
Rossini, in the new production by the Orchestra Senzaspine directed by Giovanni Dispenza.
A cast of very young performers will be engaged in Rossini's masterpiece with the voices of Marzia Marzo,
Chengrui Li, William Hernandez, Matteo Mazzoli, Francesca Pusceddu, Caterina Dellaere and Alberto Bianchi
Lanzoni. A young orchestral line-up makes its debut in Rimini under the direction of Tommaso Ussardi in the new
production imagined by Giovanni Dispenza with sets by Francesca Lelli and costumes by Monica Mulazzani.
Località: Teatro Amintore Galli, piazza Cavour, 22 - Rimini centro storico
Telefono: 0541 793811
E-mail: biglietteriateatro@comune.rimini.it
Sito: //teatrogalli.it/eventonew/cenerentola
Orario: at 8.00pm

Rimini Antiqua
Every Sunday of the month, except July and December 2024
Exhibition / market of antique, modern and vintage
The old town hosts an exhibition/ market of antique, modern and vintage items where you can find a wide
selection of ceramics, glassware, books, furniture, jewelry, silverware and various objects, all carefully dated or
antique.
Località: Rimini centro storico: Piazza Tre Martiri, via IV Novembre e parte di Corso d'Augusto
Telefono: +39 340 3031200
E-mail: riminiantiqua@gmail.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/riminiantiqua
Orario: from 9 am to 6.30 pm
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Walk & fitness on the beach: Winter edition
from Monday to Friday and every Saturday
Fitness walking and functional training on the beach
Even in winter it is possible to practice sports on the beach or inside the Igloo at Beach resort 26 in Marina
Centro, a tensile structure with sea view, experiencing the beach as an open-air gym to keep healthy.
Changing rooms, lockers, toilets and hot showers are available.
The proposed activities, conducted by personal trainer Elen Souza, are:
- Walk on the Beach, the guided walk of about an hour on the beach. An activity suitable for all those who want
to keep in good physical shape in their free time and who wish to do it in company, regardless of age. Every
Wednesday from 6.30pm to 7.30pm. Info: +39 348 0981594.
- Run training, on Saturday morning introductory running training at 9.00 am
- Fitness on the beach, personalized functional training, one to one or in small groups, from Monday to Friday
from 7.30 am to 7.00 pm, by appointment.
Località: Bagno 26, Lungomare Claudio Tintori, 30/A Rimini Marina Centro
Telefono: 348 0981594
E-mail: info@elensouza.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/elensouzapersonaltrainer/
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La Settima Arte - Cinema and Industry
from Thursday 2 to Sunday 5 May 2024
La Festa del Cinema a Rimini
The Seventh Art Cinema and Industry is back to Rimini. Now in its sixth edition, the event organized by
Confindustria Romagna, Cinema Fulgor and University of Bologna - Department of Arts, in collaboration with the
Municipality of Rimini, was created with the aim of spreading the values of the film industry and supporting the
sector and all its related industries.
Four days divided into a program of free events, with screenings, masterclasses, training sessions, up to the
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ceremony for the awarding of the "Cinema and Industry" award assigned by a jury of experts chaired by the
famous director Pupi Avati ( 4th May at the Galli Theatre).
Entrepreneur and founder of Yoox Federico Marchetti will be the protagonist of the Opening Night of the 6th
edition of La Settima Arte Cinema e Industria. On 2 May at 9 p.m. at the Fulgor Cinema, he will meet the public in
a meeting entitled "Innovation and Fellini's dream between cinema, fashion and business". A journey from the
roots in the land of Romagna to the stalls of world markets, taking Fellini's imagination and vision as the leitmotif
of the narration. This will be followed by the screening of A bigger Splash by Luca Guadagnino.
Località: several venues - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0541 352312 - 352333
E-mail: comunicazione@lasettimarte.it
Sito: www.lasettimarte.it/

2024 Artistic Gymnastics European Championships
from 24 to 28 April (male) and from 2 to 5 May 2024 (female)
European Championship in Artistic Gymnastics for Men and Women
Rimini hosts the 36th European Championship of Artistic Gymnastics for Men (24-28 April 2024) and the 35th
European Championship for Artistic Gymnastics for Women (2-5 May 2024) at Rimini Fiera. 
A very important event that will enable athletes to obtain a pass to the Paris 2024 Olympic Games. The junior and
senior categories will compete in individual, team and all-around exercises.
The competition arena will be set up in the fair and will be able to accommodate over 4,000 spectators.
Televisions and journalists are expected from around 25 countries for a total of over 60 million expected viewing
hours, both from linear and digital channels. More than 300 athletes representing around 35 nations will arrive in
Rimini.
From 7 December 2023, tickets are available on the vivaticket circuit
Here the male programme and the famale programme in detail.
Località: Rimini Fiera, via Emilia 155 - Pavillon A7-C7 (West Entrance)
Sito: www.europeangymnastics.com/events

Macfrut 2024
from Wednesday 8 to Friday 10 May 2024
Fruit & Veg Professional Show at Rimini Fiera
Macfrut is a leading trade fair for professionals operating in the national and international fruit and vegetables
sector.
The great premises of the exhibition, the growing number of Italian and foreign companies participating, the
dynamic areas, and a wide range of initiatives aimed at promoting innovation and internationalisation are the
features that make it a key event for professionals and buyers.
Macfrut is a vertical exhibition that represents the entire supply chain, with 8 sectors involved: Production & Trade,
Machinery & Plants, Packaging, Agricultural Machinery, Greenhouses & Irrigation Systems, Nursery & Seeds,
Biostimulants, Logistics & Services.
Opportunities for visitors: B2B meetings with exhibitors, high-level meetings and conferences, dynamic areas, etc.
All the collateral events at Macfrut offer numerous business opportunities, knowledge and insights.
The most significant figures of the 2023 edition: 8 pavilions, 1.115 exhibitors, 49.700 visitors, Dynamic areas.
Località: Rimini Fiera, via Emilia, 155 (South Gate), via Costantino il Grande (East Gate) - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0547 317435
E-mail: info@macfrut.com
Sito: www.macfrut.com/en/
Orario: Wednesday 8 and Thursday 9 May 2024 from 9.30 am to 6.00 pm, Friday 10 May 2024 from 9.30 am to
5.00 pm

Rimini festival
Saturday 11 May 2024
Third edition of the singing festival organized by Rimini Classica
Rimini Festival is a national music competition divided into three sections: Italian authors, performers and
songwriters/bands. The selections for the 3rd edition of the Festival were held on Saturday 13 and Sunday 14
January 2024 at Rimini's Sant'Agostino Auditorium.
Two intense days in which artists from 15 different Italian regions and also from the neighbouring Republic of San
Marino were heard by the Festival jury.
The finalists will compete for victory on Saturday 11 May 2024, in front of the audience at Teatro Galli, in an
evening in which all the songs will be performed strictly live and accompanied by the great Rimini Classica
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Orchestra.
Organised by Yourvoice Records and the Rimini Classica APS Association, Rimini Festival is a competition
whose aim is to put the quality of music and songs at the centre, and which aims to reward and give space to all
the professional figures linked to musical creativity.
Actually there is a prize for the overall winner as well as a prize for the winners of the three competition
categories.
The list of finalists is published on www.festivaldirimini.it
Follow on facebook
Località: Teatro Amintore Galli, piazza Cavour, 22 - Rimini historic centre
Telefono: +39 0541 793811
E-mail: info@festivaldirimini.it
Sito: www.festivaldirimini.it/

International Beach Tchoukball Festival
from Friday 10 to Sunday 12 May 2024
Tchoukball tournament on the beach of Viserba
A precious opportunity to discover a sport that combines spectacle, fair play, competitive spirit and friendship. 5
tournaments: from the Under14 and Uder19 to the competitive Slam, up to the tournaments open to all.On the 20
fields set up for the occasion on the beaches of Rimini, 1000 games will be played involving 150 teams from all
over the world.
Follow on Facebook.
Località: Rimini, Viserba beach resorts 24-36
E-mail: beach@tchoukballfestival.com
Sito: www.tchoukballfestival.com/

Rimini City Tour - The Treasures of Rimini
30 March, 13, 20, 28 April - 17 May 2024
Guided Tour organized by Visit Rimini
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not far from it, one of the monuments-symbol of Rimini in '900: the Fulgor Cinema, whose history is partly linked to
the famous director Federico Fellini (born in Rimini on January 20, 1920).
The journey continues to the village of San Giuliano full of renovated murals to conclude this magical path to go
all in one breath!
Località: Visitor Center Rimini (luogo di incontro), c.so d'Augusto 235 - Rimini
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Tariffa d'ingresso: adults € 15
Orario: 30 March, 13 and 20 April at 3.30 pm, 28 April at 10.30 am

Expodental Meeting
from Thursday 16 to Saturday 18 May 2024
Dental industry fair in Rimini Fiera
Expodental Meeting, the most important event in the dental sector in Italy, returns to Rimini, with exhibitors and a
program of scientific and cultural events capable of involving all dental care professionals.
EXPO3D, the area dedicated to new digital technologies, is also back. Alongside the rich program of scientific
conferences that has attracted thousands of professionals in recent years, a series of technical tables on the
subject, organized in partnership with companies and with the main opinion leaders of the digital workflow.
And again a renewed edition of Tecnodental Forum, the appointment dedicated to dental technicians.
Località: Quartiere Fieristico di Rimini, Via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Telefono: 02 700612.1 (Segreteria Organizzativa)
E-mail: segreteria@unidi.it
Sito: www.expodental.it/en/
Orario: Thursday 16 and Saturday 18 May 9.30am-6pm, Friday 17 May 9.30am-7pm

Rimini Antiqua
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Every Sunday of the month, except July and December 2024
Exhibition / market of antique, modern and vintage
The old town hosts an exhibition/ market of antique, modern and vintage items where you can find a wide
selection of ceramics, glassware, books, furniture, jewelry, silverware and various objects, all carefully dated or
antique.
Località: Rimini centro storico: Piazza Tre Martiri, via IV Novembre e parte di Corso d'Augusto
Telefono: +39 340 3031200
E-mail: riminiantiqua@gmail.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/riminiantiqua
Orario: from 9 am to 6.30 pm

RiminiWellness 2024
from Thursday 30 May to Sunday 2 June 2024
The wellness experience show
The world’s biggest event dedicated to fitness, wellness, business, sport, physical culture and healthy eating is
back. Plenty of novelties for the 18th edition, which will be a great happening dedicated to the entire ecosystem of
the world of wellness with the latest trends, innovations and training for professionals and enthusiasts of fitness,
wellness and sport. 
The event brings together under one roof all the major players in the fitness and wellness universe: exercise
equipment manufacturers, gyms, fitness clubs, training institutions and trade associations, medical spas, health
centers, rehabilitation, tourism and design, always with an eye on what the fitness community wants.
A unique mix of events that blend every spirit of the good life and staying in shape, a winning combination with six
sections:
Pro.Fit, an exclusive program reserved to the professionals and the main international brands in the
industry; ACTIVE, for the active public that enthusiastically takes part in the exhibition every year; FoodWell
Expo, dedicated to healthy eating for those on the move; RiminiSteel, the most heavy-duty part of
RiminiWellness, hosting combat sports, martial arts, body-building and everything to do with “physical
culture”; Riabilitec, the section that presents every technological innovation for motor rehabilitation and re-
education. Pilates Junction, a space entirely dedicated to the most relevant Pilates brands.
With 300 exhibiting brands in the 28 exhibition halls, 1,500 training hours, more than 200 conferences and
seminars and 240 appointments for RiminiWellnessOFF, RiminiWellness is the ideal event for discovering the
latest wellness and fitness trends, trying out new products, quality services and enjoying a unique wellness and
entertainment experience.
Località: Fiera di Rimini (Ingressi Sud e Ovest) - via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Telefono: 0541 744555
E-mail: helpdesk.rn@iegexpo.it
Sito: www.en.riminiwellness.com/
Orario: from 9.30am to 7.00pm , last day: from 9:30am to 6.00pm

Liscio Street Parade
Friday 14 June 2024
Romagna Mia's 70th anniversary with Moreno il Biondo & Orchestra Grande Evento, the new Santa Balera
Orchestra and 70 dancers from Romagna's dance schools
From aperitif time to midnight, an evening dedicated to ballroom dancing, a stone's throw from the sea, for the
70th anniversary of 'Romagna mia'.
70 couples of dancers from the best dance schools in Romagna together with the Alluvionati del Liscio will enliven
the Belvedere in Piazzale Kennedy to the rhythm of the music of Moreno il Biondo & the Orchestra Grande
Evento together with the new Santa Balera, an orchestra of very young ballroom dancers, guests last February at
the Ariston Theatre during the Sanremo Festival.
Among the guests Generation Z of ballroom dancing with Margherita and Beniamino (Fratelli & Margherita),
Alessia Dalcielo (Fade), Cristian Albani and others.
The evening is opened and closed by electronic ballroom dancing and rap DJs with Dj Max Monti and Dj Women
in Dj with Anymablue and the rappers Word and Callà MC.
Throughout the day food & drink with food trucks in Piazzale Kennedy.
Località: Rimini, Belvedere in Piazzale Kennedy
Telefono: +39 349 4461825
E-mail: mei@materialimusicali.it
Sito: //meiweb.it/
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Rimini, stage finish for Tour de France 2024
29 June 2024
Rimini among the four cities in Emilia Romagna involved in the Grand Départ of the Tour de France 2024
In 2024, Tour de France, the most important cycling competition in the world and one of the top three international
sporting events, will start from Italy and Rimini will be the first of the finishing stages on the peninsula. In fact,
Emilia-Romagna will be the protagonist of the 2024 edition of the Tour, with the three stages Florence-Rimini,
Cesenatico-Bologna, and Piacenza-Turin. In all, over 600 kilometres will be running in Italy, from Piazzale
Michelangelo, the heart of Florence, to Turin, the first capital of Italy, crossing Emilia-Romagna and the Via Emilia,
the ancient consular road that runs through the region from Rimini to Piacenza. A tribute to Italy in the footsteps of
the myth of Bartali, Pantani and Coppi, on the centenary of the first Italian winner of the Tour in 1924 with Ottavio
Bottecchia, the first Italian to wear the yellow jersey.
On 29 June, the yellow caravan will set off from Florence, to cover 205 km, passing through the Apennines,
Valmarecchia upto San Marino and reach the finish line by the sea in Rimini. The race will continue with the other
two Italian stages, Cesenatico-Bologna on 30 June and Piacenza-Turin the following day.  
An extraordinary sporting event that is expected to have over 730,000 spectators only in Emilia-Romagna and
television coverage, much of it live, in 200 countries, representing the third most-watched sporting event in the
world.
Many are the initiatives carried out in the single territories, collateral to the Tour: from the attractiveness of the
territories themselves to the promotion of cycling and mobility on two wheels up to the involvement of young
people and schools.
The date for the arrival of the first Grande Boucle stage is scheduled for 29 June, on the Lungomare Giuseppe Di
Vittorio, in the section between Piazzale Gondar and Piazzale Benedetto Croce. The arrival of the yellow
advertising caravan is scheduled for 16:05, followed by the arrival of the race lead around 17:34.
Località: Rimini, arrival on the Di Vittorio promenade (Lagomaggio area)

Rimini Antiqua
Every Sunday of the month, except July and December 2024
Exhibition / market of antique, modern and vintage
The old town hosts an exhibition/ market of antique, modern and vintage items where you can find a wide
selection of ceramics, glassware, books, furniture, jewelry, silverware and various objects, all carefully dated or
antique.
Località: Rimini centro storico: Piazza Tre Martiri, via IV Novembre e parte di Corso d'Augusto
Telefono: +39 340 3031200
E-mail: riminiantiqua@gmail.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/riminiantiqua
Orario: from 9 am to 6.30 pm

Pink Night 2024
5 - 7 July 2024
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'Weekend Dance' is the claim of the 19th edition of the summer New Year's Eve: La Notte Rosa
The Notte Rosa is back, dressing pink the whole of Romagna for three days. 
The 'New Year's Eve' of the summer, the great celebration of the Riviera, reaches its nineteenth edition. The
entire coastline, with its beating heart in Rimini, will be coloured pink from dusk to dawn in an explosion of lights,
sounds and images, a widespread event with music, dance, shows and magical scenery. And as usual, on Friday
night at midnight, the fireworks display will color the sea and sky simultaneously all over the Riviera. 
The claim of this edition is "Weekend Dance", which will transform Romagna into the largest dance floor in Italy. It
will be a Pink Night in the sign of dance in its thousand forms and meanings: from folk rhythms to sports dance,
from country to ballroom dancing, from disco dance to hip hop, from rock to indie hop, passing through the world
of clubbing and discos. Among the initiatives: the story of the Romagna dance district that was so popular in
Europe in the 1980s and 1990s, exhibitions on the history of dance on the Riviera, on DJs, and on the future of
music.  A step-by-step dance journey that begins with one of the symbols of Romagna in the world: the great
tradition of ballroom dancing, a true soundtrack of Romagna, an enduring myth that unites generations far away in
time. In the year tha celebrates the 70th anniversary of 'Romagna Mia', a pillar in the history of Italian and
Romagna music, an emblem of the combination of music and dance, live erformances and flash mobs, the Pink
Night will focus on the celebration of Liscio, the ballroom dancing, its protagonists and its orchestras.
Località: Riminiand the Adriatic Riviera
Telefono: +39 0541.53399
E-mail: info@lanotterosa.it
Sito: www.lanotterosa.it

Biennale Disegno Rimini
from 4 May to 28 July 2024
Fourth edition: Back to the journey, from the Grand Tour to fantasy
Fourth edition of the Rimini Biennial of Drawing, organised and curated by the Department of Culture and the
Municipal Museums of Rimini, which returns to take place, after the pause caused by Covid-19, as usual between
spring and summer with its consolidated format of exhibitions located in the various institutional venues - Museo
della Città, Gambalunga Library, Palazzo del Fulgor and Castel Sismondo - and with the Open Circuit, an
expression of direct and interacting dialogue with the city and its territory, which includes other exhibitions in
private and public spaces (galleries, artists' and architecture studios, bookshops).
There will be 12 simultaneous exhibitions displaying 1,000 drawings from important international institutions such
as the Royal Academy of San Fernando in Madrid and the Fonds Regionale d'Art Contemporain de Picardie,
among others, and from private collections such as the Studiolo Rivi. The theme is Travel as an outcome and
inspiration, but also as a recording and contamination from the present to the past.
On display are drawings ranging from Felice Giani's travel notebooks to those of Lorenzo Mattotti, from Piranesi's
etchings to Thayaht's Novecento, from Morandi to Fontana and Fautrier, from the Carteles of Cuban cinema to
the drawings of the first Italian animated film "The Rose of Baghdad", to the contemporary artists on show in the
Drawing Yard.
In addition, there will be meetings with specialists, scholars and journalists, readings, lectures, performances, art
talks, and educational workshops around drawing in all its meanings.
Località: Rimini, several venues
Sito: www.biennaledisegnorimini.it

Rimini Antiqua
Every Sunday of the month, except July and December 2024
Exhibition / market of antique, modern and vintage
The old town hosts an exhibition/ market of antique, modern and vintage items where you can find a wide
selection of ceramics, glassware, books, furniture, jewelry, silverware and various objects, all carefully dated or
antique.
Località: Rimini centro storico: Piazza Tre Martiri, via IV Novembre e parte di Corso d'Augusto
Telefono: +39 340 3031200
E-mail: riminiantiqua@gmail.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/riminiantiqua
Orario: from 9 am to 6.30 pm

Meeting for friendship among peoples is back for its 45th edition
from Tuesday 20 to Sunday 25 August 2024
'If we are not after the essence, then what are we after?'
The Summer festival of meetings, exhibitions, music, shows, sports and children's village activities, is now in its
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45th edition, which focuses on friendship between peoples. An international event that addresses crucial topics, in
free and open dialogue with the most interesting personalities of culture, politics and faith.
It is “inside” this time that the provocation launched by the American author Cormac McCarthy resonates with the
question we have chosen as the title of the 45th Rimini Meeting: “If we are not after the essence, then what are
we after?” It is a question that engages our person in his totality, mobilizes our reason, moves our intelligence,
encourages our relationships, a question that penetrates the arena of our life, opening a new perspective.
Località: Rimini Fiera, via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0541 783100 (Meeting); +39 0541 711500 (Rimini Fiera)
E-mail: meeting@meetingrimini.org
Sito: www.meetingrimini.org/en

World skate games 2024
from Friday 6 to Sunday 22 September 2024
World figure skating championships
The World Skate Games Italy 2024 will be held from the 6th to to the 22nd September, with an estimated
participation of over 12,000 people including athletes, coaches, and delegations from 100 countries worldwide
and an expected presence in Italy of tens of thousands of fans from the four corners of the globe. 
The figure skating world championships are held in Rimini at the exhibition centre.
The universal language of skating wheels will gather athletes from 12 different sports within a single event. The
spotlights will be on the urban disciplines born in the streets of the world, such as skateboarding, roller freestyle,
and scootering; the adrenaline-pumping and high-speed sports like speed skating, skate-cross, downhill, and
slalom; the exciting team sports like rink hockey, inline hockey, and roller derby; and the harmony, elegance and
exquisite technique of artistic skating.
Località: Quartiere Fieristico di Rimini, Via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Sito: //www.worldskate.org/

Transitalia Marathon
from Friday 20 to Friday 27 September 2024
Tenth Edition of Transitalia Marathon: An Epic Journey through Italy in 5 stages
The Transitalia Marathon, an iconic event in the world of motorcycle tourism, from 20 to 27 September 2024, is
gearing up to celebrate its tenth edition with an exciting addition: the inclusion of a fifth stage. Mirco Urbinati and
the Strade Bianche Moto Motorcycle Club are preparing a unique experience for motorcycle enthusiasts from
around the world.
This special anniversary promises unprecedented emotions and surprises for participants. The route will traverse
the enchanting heart of Italy, revealing hidden gems and offering breathtaking panoramic views. The traditional
four stages have already provided unforgettable moments, but the added fifth stage promises to surprise even
more.
The major highlight for the tenth edition is the collaboration with the State Police Motorcycle Club, enabling a
magical journey from Rimini to Rome. From a city that gave birth to the Transitalia Marathon, participants will
head towards the Eternal City, creating a one-of-a-kind experience. This partnership adds a touch of prestige and
security to the event, further enriching the participants' experience.
The complete itinerary for this extraordinary edition will be unveiled in the coming days, providing details on each
stage and the wonders that motorcyclists will have the opportunity to discover along the way. The Transitalia
Marathon, now a milestone in the world of motorcycle tourism, is poised to deliver an unforgettable tenth
anniversary to all participants, enriched by the beauty of Italian roads and the shared passion for motorcycle
travel.
Località: Start from Piazzale Fellini - Rimini Marina Centro
Telefono: +39 348 0615440; 340 6996903
E-mail: info@minoagroup.com
Sito: www.transitaliamarathon.com/

Tecna
from Tuesday 24 to Friday 27 September 2024
The International Exhibition of Technologies and Supplies for Surfaces
An international marketplace in the heart of the most creative, innovative and technological country for surfaces in
the world (manufacturers of tiles, natural and reconstructed stone, wood and parquet, glass, laminates, cement
and metal).
Organised by Acimac (Association of Italian Manufacturers of Machinery and Equipment for Ceramics)
and IEG - Italian Exhibition Group, the exhibition offers the best of innovation in aesthetics and processes for the
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sector every two years. 
A single exhibition to design the future of surfaces.The main focus of Tecna are seven: 
- Digitalisation: solutions and software for the digitalisation of factories and the evolution of production processes
- Raw Materials: preparing raw materials and products for installation
- Decoration: conventional and digital decoration systems
- Finishing: finishing and cutting large and extra-large sizes
- Handling&Packaging: Internal handling and packaging solutions
- Logistic &Transportation: all the most innovative requirements to resolve logistics problems
- Green Solutions: reducing polluting emissions,fumes, waste water and other industrial waste. Renewable
Energy, co-generation

 
Località: Rimini Fiera, via Emilia 155 - Rimini
Telefono: 0541 744555 from Monday to friday from 9 am to 1 pm
E-mail: helpdesk.rn@iegexpo.it
Sito: //en.tecnaexpo.com/

Rimini Antiqua
Every Sunday of the month, except July and December 2024
Exhibition / market of antique, modern and vintage
The old town hosts an exhibition/ market of antique, modern and vintage items where you can find a wide
selection of ceramics, glassware, books, furniture, jewelry, silverware and various objects, all carefully dated or
antique.
Località: Rimini centro storico: Piazza Tre Martiri, via IV Novembre e parte di Corso d'Augusto
Telefono: +39 340 3031200
E-mail: riminiantiqua@gmail.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/riminiantiqua
Orario: from 9 am to 6.30 pm

TTG Travel Experience 2024
from Wednesday 9 to Friday 11 October 2024
The International B2B Tourism Fair
TTG Travel Experience is the Italian reference event for the promotion of world tourism in Italy and for the
marketing of the Italian tourist offer in the world.
In three days it attracts operators from all over the world, key players from the main companies in the sector:
tourism organizations, tour operators, travel agencies, airlines, transport, accommodation facilities, tourism
services, technology and innovative solutions.
A source of information for new trends and innovations, tourist formats and consumer inspirations.
Simultaneously with TTG Travel Experience 2024 InOut / The Contract Community, catalyst for the world of
contract and hospitality supplies. A single marketplace to combine the 4 events in the indoor and outdoor
sector: SIA Hospitality Design, Sun Beach&Outdoor Style, Superfaces and Greenscape.
The strategic union of TTG and INOUT aims to make the tourism and hospitality marketplace in Italy more circular
and comprehensive. TTG Travel Experience will continue to attract the world of organised tourism; INOUT will
become the unmissable event for the wider world of hospitality that incorporates the contract community.
Località: Quartiere Fieristico di Rimini, Via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0541 744555 (Help desk is activ from Sectember); +39 041 2719009 (Help desk ticket online)
E-mail: helpdesk.rn@iegexpo.it
Sito: //en.ttgexpo.it/
Orario: Wednesday 9 and Thursday 10 October 2024 from 10 am to 6 pm, Friday 11 October 2024 from 10 am to
5 pm

InOut / The Contract Community
from Wednesday 9 to Friday 11 October 2024
A single marketplace that combines SIA Hospitality Design, Sun Beach&Outdoor Style, Surfaces and Greenscape
InOut / The Contract Community, the format - catalyst for the world of contract and hospitality supplies, returns
simultaneously with TTG Travel Experience 2024.
A unique event that includes the 73th edition of SIA Hospitality Design (the only fair in Italy dedicated exclusively
to hospitality and new hospitality concepts), the 42ndt SUN Beach & Outdoor Style (the whole beach world in
one event: the most complete showcase in Italy for the entire supply chain), Superfaces (the B2B marketplace
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dedicated to surfaces and innovative materials for interior design and architecture.) and the new Greenscape, the
garden and outdoor contract fair,for professionals in the design and construction of gardens.
Località: Rimini Fiera, via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0541 744 555
E-mail: helpdesk.rn@iegexpo.it
Sito: //en.inoutexpo.it/
Orario: Wednesday 9 and Thursday 10 October from 10 am to 6 pm, Friday 11 October from 10 am to 5 pm

Rimini Antiqua
Every Sunday of the month, except July and December 2024
Exhibition / market of antique, modern and vintage
The old town hosts an exhibition/ market of antique, modern and vintage items where you can find a wide
selection of ceramics, glassware, books, furniture, jewelry, silverware and various objects, all carefully dated or
antique.
Località: Rimini centro storico: Piazza Tre Martiri, via IV Novembre e parte di Corso d'Augusto
Telefono: +39 340 3031200
E-mail: riminiantiqua@gmail.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/riminiantiqua
Orario: from 9 am to 6.30 pm

Ecomondo. The green technology expo in Rimini
from Tuesday 5 to Friday 8 November 2024
International Fair of Material and Energy Recovery and Sustainable Development
Reference event in Europe for technological and industrial innovation, Ecomondo is a permanent laboratory of
ideas, solutions and opportunities. 
An international fair with an innovative format that combines all sectors of the circular economy in a single
platform: from the recovery of materials and energy to sustainable development.
The event helps companies become world leaders in innovation, supporting the development of an innovative and
sustainable entrepreneurial ecosystem.
It promotes networking by putting companies in contact with the most qualified national and international buyers
and works all year round with a profiled community and with the top experts of the circular economy.
It supports the ecological transition by offering a broad program of conferences, workshops and seminars aimed
at presenting evidence and new national and international trends linked to the circular economy in the various
supply chains, from construction to packaging, from electronics to the automotive industry. 
Località: Rimini Fiera, via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0541 744 555
E-mail: helpdesk.rn@iegexpo.it
Sito: //en.ecomondo.com/

IBE - Intermobility and Bus Expo
from Tuesday 19 to thursday 21 November 2024
the event dedicated to the present and future of intermobility.
IBE Intermobility and Bus Expo will be from 19th to 21st November 2024 at the Rimini Exhibition Centre.
IBE Intermobility and Bus Expo is the event dedicated to the present and future of intermobility.
A special meeting place for the supply and demand of collective and shared mobility, institutions and
stakeholders, with an international scope: IBE includes not only the vehicle industry but also the new players
needed to develop and design a system, such as transport infrastructure, energy infrastructure, technology,
digitisation, telecommunications, energy companies and PPP (public private partnership) projects.
IBE’s mission, identified by the name: inter-mobility – integrated and interconnected mobility – is to become the
place in which innovative transport systems talk to each other to simplify travel and customers’ lives, to be
the catalyst for change in the new mobility market and the point of contact between the leisure tourism sector and
local public transport, in line with the objectives of the National Resilience and Recovery Plan (NRRP) for the
energy transition.
Località: Quartiere fieristico - via Emilia, 155 - Rimini
Telefono: +39 0541 744 555
E-mail: helpdesk.rn@iegexpo.it
Sito: //en.expoibe.com/

Rimini Antiqua
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Every Sunday of the month, except July and December 2024
Exhibition / market of antique, modern and vintage
The old town hosts an exhibition/ market of antique, modern and vintage items where you can find a wide
selection of ceramics, glassware, books, furniture, jewelry, silverware and various objects, all carefully dated or
antique.
Località: Rimini centro storico: Piazza Tre Martiri, via IV Novembre e parte di Corso d'Augusto
Telefono: +39 340 3031200
E-mail: riminiantiqua@gmail.com
Sito: www.facebook.com/riminiantiqua
Orario: from 9 am to 6.30 pm

The market of the SGR
Every Thursday morning from 11 January to 19 December 2024
Exhibition and sale of typical products at Km 0 in the SGR square
Market and sale of agricultural products of the territory at Km 0, promoted by the SGR Group and created in
collaboration with CIA and Coldiretti.
Consumers who are increasingly attentive to health and well-being are offered the opportunity to do a healthy
shopping without having to travel great distances, with the opportunity to buy fresh, genuine and organic local
products at KM 0.
Località: Rimini, piazzale SGR, via Chiabrera 34/b
Telefono: +39 0541 303241 (SGR)
Orario: from 7.30 am to 1.30 pm
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